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Huh?” 

“Why is that?” 

When all the women saw Alex’s expression at this moment, they were 
shocked and had a sense of foreboding. Brittany was flustered as she 
anxiously looked at her son. 

Alex recounted the matter of Soul Planting. 

Brittany could not bear it and fainted right away. 

The Fairy Doctor frowned. “I seem to have read about Soul Planting in a 
certain ancient book before. This is a heresy, an unacceptable way in the 
righteous path. But I never thought we would encounter it.” 

Cheryl shed tears. “Wouldn’t we have harmed Uncle by feeding him the 
antidote pill earlier? We might have caused him to be poisoned for real and 
sped up the progress of Soul Planting in Uncle, right?” 

Alex shook his head. “Don’t blame yourself. This bears little relation. The 
toxicity derived from the divine-attributed order is more powerful than the toxin 
contained in your antidote pill.” 

Many of the antidote pills stressed fighting poison with poison. Even if this was 
not the case, the substance that neutralized the toxin inherently contained 
some toxicity. Hence, that was why Cheryl had said so. 

The group of people was mournful as a sorrowful atmosphere wrapped 
around them. Just then, someone outside the entrance barged in 
aggressively. 

A total of more than thirty people had come, and all of them were cultivators 
holding weapons and wearing the same series of outfits that seemingly 
belonged to a certain organization. 



“Yo, what’s going on with your Rockefeller family? Each of you has a long 
face and looks bitter. Did someone just die?” A round faced fat man among 
the comers said with a smile. 

Michelle was also there, so she rebuked, “Who are you people? Who let you 
in? Get out, or else you will bear all the consequences.” 

The new arrivals recognized Michelle. 

Someone brimmed with joy. “Isn’t this Miss Michelle Yowell, the little devil of 
California? Didn’t you say on the live-streaming platform that you’re going to 
show everyone the collapse of Homan Tower at nine o’clock? It’s already half-
past eight now, and only half an hour is left before nine o’clock. So you guys 
won’t even make it to Michigan. What a laughing stock.” 

Alex was in a terrible mood. 

Never did he expect that someone would come to cause trouble. 

He said extremely indifferently, “State your purpose of coming here. If you fail 
to give sufficient reason to justify your visit, each of you shall leave a leg!” 

“Hahahaha!” 

The leader laughed heartily. “You’re Alex Rockefeller, right? Do you think you 
can be popular by hyping such trickery after collaborating with the little devil? 
Do you know? You’re digging your own grave. You’ll only end up dead if you 
go against Homan Technology…” 

Alex impatiently interrupted, “I’ll give you one minute to explain. If you fail to 
explain clearly, leave your life behind.” 

The leader was infuriated. “Rockefeller brat, do you really think you’re so 
great? To be frank, we’re from the Abyssal Sea Gang, and we’re in a 
cooperative relationship with Homan Technology. Don’t you want to deal with 
Homan Technology? We’re here this time to deal with you first lest you run 
amok and upset the young lady.” 

Alex’s face darkened as it turned out to be Homan Technology again. 

They were truly digging their graves! 

“Since you’re done leaving your last words, just go to hell!” 



Alex’s indifferent voice floated down along with a huge skyscraping palm. 

All of them were killed as the palm came down upon them! 

He coldly said to Michelle, “Michelle, head to Michigan and demolish the 
building!” 
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It was twenty minutes before nine o’clock at night. Michelle had not begun the 
live stream, but at least five million people had gathered in the live stream 
channel. All of them had rushed in after hearing the news, hoping to watch the 
commotion as soon as possible. 

Even if Michelle was not around, the frequency of the chat messages coming 
in was extremely high. Most of them were urging Michelle to start the live 
stream. 

[Michelle, it’s almost time! Stop lurking! You may start it!] 

[There’s even an opening ceremony for the Olympic Games. Michelle, we 
should have foreplay too, right?] 

[Is there an aero carrier tipping marathon? Let’s start one? It’s not that 
Michelle doesn’t want to start the live stream, but the aircraft carrier isn’t in 
place yet!] 

Whoosh! 

As an aircraft carrier crossed the screen, the tipping marathon lit up. 

However, someone abruptly exposed a piece of shocking news. 

A user called ‘Sinister Spirit’ exposed several photos in her social media 
account, stating that the Deep Sea Clan had taken action to deal with Alex. 
The Deep Sea Clan’s leader, who hailed from Pompeii, was powerful and a 
strategic partner of Homan Technology. 



Hence, Beauty’s Ethereal Spirit finally commented: [Alex Rockefeller will die 
for sure! So everyone, stop waiting for whatever live stream! Go wash up and 
sleep early!] 

Once the news came out, the entire Internet was in an uproar. 

For a while, information about the Deep Sea Clan was all over the place. 

Michelle even received a call from a great patron, who had stepped forward to 
ask about the situation. 

“Michelle, what’s the situation now? There are rumors on the Internet that the 
members of the Deep Sea Clan are coming after you guys, right?” 

Michelle simply answered, “The news will be out soon. Please wait for a 
minute.” 

At this moment, Alex was ready to take Michelle to Michigan. The distance 
between California and Michigan was short. They had to drive more than an 
hour before this, but now he could reach there in two or three Instant 
Teleportation! Even if he did not use Instant Teleportation, he could reach 
there in the blink of an eye at ten times the speed of sound. 

However, he was a little curious about Michelle’s situation. “Aren’t you Sir 
Yowell’s granddaughter? Your cultivation level isn’t low either, but why are 
you still in touch with the patrons offline? It can’t be some sort of strange 
offline transaction, right?” 

“What kind of offline transaction?” 

The quick witted Michelle instantly puffed up her chest and trembled in rage. 
“Alex Rockefeller, you don’t think that I’m under the hidden rules of the 
patrons, right? Am I that kind of heartless person?” 

Alex looked at her and shook his head as he said, “You’re generous.” 

Now that Alex had turned into a teenager, Michelle somehow felt as if she was 
being teased and flirted with by a little boy. So, she put her hands on her hips 
and puffed up her chest. “Kiddo, you haven’t even grown pubic hair, yet you’re 
already thinking about women?” 



Alex did not deign to talk nonsense. He immediately lifted her and activated 
Instant Teleportation over a long distance. 

“Ah!” 

Michelle screamed, but the power of spatial compression had muted all the 
sounds. 

Five seconds later, she landed on the ground again while still maintaining her 
hand posture of attempting to slap Alex. However, the large building before 
her stunned her… ‘Isn’t this Homan Tower of Homan Technology?’ 

“We are here?” 

“Here we are!” 

After a while of astonishment, Michelle re called telling the patron earlier that 
she would release the news after one minute. So, now the patron must be 
waiting for her great news on the live stream channel. 

“How long did it take to come here?” Michelle asked Alex. 

“It’s about ten seconds now, including your speech.” 

“It’s enough!” 

Michelle immediately took out her cell phone and opened her live stream 
channel. She did not begin the live stream but uploaded a photo in the live 
stream channel with a caption: [The members of the Deep Sea Clan are so 
weak] 

Michelle had captured the image where Alex had released his gigantic palm 
upon the thirty or so members of the Deep Sea Clan, sending them to their 
deaths. 

She had immediately caused an uproar now after uploading that image onto 
the live stream channel. 

[Oh my god! It’s too horrible! They’ve been smacked into mush!] 
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[Michelle, did your elder brother really do that with a slap? Do you have the 
footage of that time? Can I request one?] 

[Request+1.] 

[Has Michelle’s elder brother reached Homan Tower now? I’m waiting for the 
building’s collapse in front of Homan Tower. I’ve prepared the HD camera! I’m 
looking forward to the display of fireworks] 

[Michelle’s elder brother, go the extra mile! I want to see you smash Homan 
Tower with God’s Palm today! The president of this company is quite 
shameless too. She has named the building after Homan. Is she even worthy 
of it? The moment the building collapses, I’m going to donate two hundred 
rockets to express my feelings] The user with an ID called ‘Young Master 
Wayne’ commented. 

He instantly attracted likes from many people. 

At this moment… 

Inside the eighty eighth story office of Homan Tower, Shirley Hancock, 
wearing high heels and an office outfit, was sitting on the genuine animal skin 
sofa while looking at her cell phone. She was lurking in Michelle’s live stream 
channel too! 

She had said that she would ignore it, but plans always fell behind changes. 

Never did she expect that a scum, who tried to piggyback on someone else’s 
popularity in her eyes, would stir up such a huge commotion. Even the aunt of 
her maternal family deliberately phoned her to remind her to be cautious and 
pay more attention to the matter’s development because Alex did cause a 
huge commotion half a year ago. 

The footage that Alex had exposed recently was still playing in the corner of 
Shirley’s computer screen. 

It was the footage that he spoke up to make the president of Homan 
Technology, as known as her, Shirley Hancock go to the Rockefeller family 
and kneel and apologize. That still immature face looked funny no matter 
what. 



‘There’s no such thing as regaining one’s youth in the world.’ 

‘It can be justified if you were to become a little younger but turning into a 
teenager… Even the ancient Supremes couldn’t do it, so how could you do 
so? You’re just a deceitful scum. You aren’t Alex Rockefeller at all.’ 

Shirley held onto her thoughts because she once received a jade medal from 
an Olympus divine envoy. 

She consulted various ancient books and knew about the ancient Supremes’ 
many abilities, so she sincerely thought that this kid was a liar. 

However, she saw someone was unexpectedly scolding her on Michelle’s live 
stream channel at this moment. The scolding was quite unpleasant to the 
ears. 

The arrogant young lady of the Hancock family could not hold it any longer, so 
she joined them and rebuked them with a comment: [I’m the president of 
Homan Technology, Shirley Hancock! I’m now waiting on the top floor of 
Homan Tower to see how this building of mine will collapse! Also, Young 
Master Wayne, I know who you are. Your father, the Little Target, even 
kneeled before me here a few days ago, but now you’re badmouthing me 
behind my back. Do you not fear your father will break your legs?] 

Shirley’s comment was soon overwhelmed because many people were typing 
and chattering. However, someone saw it and even reuploaded the 
screenshot of the comment. 

In an instant, the atmosphere in the live stream channel became bizarre… 

[Young Master Wayne, someone has recognized you!] 

[Wilbur, you’re screwed. You’re bound to kneel…] 

[Wilbur, I’ll pay you a silent tribute!] 

While standing in a luxurious room of a huge building, the man called ‘Young 
Master Wayne’ initially held a glass of red wine in his hand and watched 
Homan Tower across the street. But when he saw Shirley making such a 
comment, he instantly felt as though thorns were pricking his back, and the 
wine was no longer fragrant. 



Soon, a phone call came in. 

Wilbur looked at it. It was a call from Wilbert. After connecting the call, he 
heard a barrage of roars. “You dumb*ass! What kind of bullsh*ts did you 
mention in SwitchTV’s live stream channel? What’s the point of supporting 
that stupid anchorwoman? Did she allow you to sleep with her or what? Do 
you know who the president of Homan Technology is? You’re inviting trouble 
to my Wayne family! Come back right now! Otherwise, I’ll break your legs!” 

Wilbur pulled a long face. 

‘D*mn, the president of Homan Technology must be bored. Why would she 
appear in the live stream channel?’ 

Shirley, who was in Homan Tower, sneered and dropped her phone. She had 
just phoned Wilbert, whose nickname was ‘Little Target’. 

Looking at the time, there were still two minutes before nine o’clock. 

She walked to the window side of the high building and looked down. 

Michigan’s city center was still congested and bustling like the daytime, and 
people had filled the surroundings. Under such circumstances, she did not 
believe in the slightest that the kid would make her huge building collapse. 

It was 8:59 pm. 

Michelle went online with the screen facing Homan Tower. 

“Ladies and gentlemen, the live stream of the collapse of Homan Tower has 
begun. Everyone, don’t blink, okay? Look at the sky.” 

The sky? 

What was there in the sky? 
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It was pitch-black in the high sky at 9:00 pm. 



All the people in Michelle’s live stream channel dared not blink as they 
watched the screen. However, they somehow felt kind of silly because there 
was nothing in the sky. 

Someone impatient could not help commenting desperately after watching for 
a few seconds… 

[What?] 

[What’s in the sky? Is it a great night? A night to think of you?] 

[Michelle, you better explain this, okay?] 

Michelle was not free to speak at all. Other people might not see her clearly, 
but she had rushed into the air in Alex’s arms and saw Alex take out a large 
square seal. It looked ancient and desolate, with complicated and bizarre 
runes flowing on it. 

This was the Heaven Flipping Seal. 

Although it was damaged, using it to collapse a huge building was simply 
child’s play. After all, this was a divine artifact that once managed to shatter a 
planet after smashing it down. 

Now, the Heaven Flipping Seal that Alex had released instantly became as 
enormous as a mountain. Golden light flowed on the Heaven Flipping Seal. 

Although she could not see the specific details behind the golden light, it 
seemed so mysterious and distant in this pitch-black night. 

Michelle targeted her cell phone at the huge square seal. This time, all the 
people in the live stream channel saw it and exclaimed… 

[What’s that?] 

[I saw a golden light that could move and flow.] 

[They look like some kind of ancient runes, patterns that have never been 
seen before… Oh gosh, it’s so huge, like a mountain! Is this a magical 
treasure?] 

Due to its otherworldly presence, various gossip about cultivation and magical 
treasures were all over the place. Even ordinary people were no strangers to 



these topics. Many people immersed themselves in the relevant information 
platform to acquire a lot of information… Especially the platform, SwitchTV, 
was not a simple platform for live streams, but there were also specialized 
reports on various aspects that guided public opinions and spread the 
knowledge of cultivation… Even some would take out some shallow guides on 
cultivation and provide free cultivation training for people. Some people really 
cultivated their breathing according to the guides and managed to achieve 
little results in the end. 

On the top floor of Homan Technology… 

In fact, Shirley was not here alone. 

That butler-like old man and a few super bodyguards from Ancient Moon 
Conglomerate specialized in protecting Shirley were also here. 

At this moment, Shirley and the old man felt that warning sign of a disaster 
approaching. 

“Run!” 

The old man roared sternly as his hair stood on end. 

On the other hand, Shirley did not hesitate at all. She was still standing before 
the window to watch the night scene downstairs just now, but the next 
moment, she stomped the ground hard with her high heels and broke through 
the window, jumping out of the eighth eight story tall building right away. 

She rapidly appeared in mid-air. Then, as she looked up to the sky, she 
happened to see a square object as huge as a mountain with golden flowing 
light coming down fiercely. Her heart skipped a beat, and her face was pale as 
a sheet. 

Boom! 

The Heaven Flipping Seal smashed down. 

The people on the ground had long seen that as well. 

Each of the onlookers felt so surreal. Nowadays, everyone had heard more 
about the cultivation world. But when they witnessed this kind of seemingly 



ancient mythical scene, they still felt a sense of worship and weakness in both 
knees. 

“Hurry up and run!” 

“Homan Tower is really going to collapse!” 

“Run quickly!” 

Many people, who surrounded Homan Tower and joined in the fun, plunged 
into chaos. They couldn’t care less about watching the show now, but they 
wished dearly that they could grow additional pairs of legs while squeezing out 
of the scene desperately. 

Many stampedes occurred during the period. 

However, how could the escaping speed of ordinary people be compared with 
the speed of the Heaven Flipping Seal smashing the building? Despair surged 
in many people’s minds as they cursed inwardly for being nosy. Why did they 
even come over to join in the fun? 

Wasn’t it better to watch the live stream at home? Oh great! They were going 
to die here! 

“Help! I don’t wanna die!” 
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“Michelle, other people’s live streams cost money, but your live stream costs 
lives!” 

Many people hated Michelle at this moment. 

‘If you hadn’t said that you’d invite us to see the collapse of Homan Tower for 
free, would we come here?!’ 

At this moment, even some of the officials were overwrought. 

“Bro Rockefeller will cause massive casualties with this move!” A man in a 
certain hotel muttered as he looked at the screen of his cell phone. 



This man was Sky Melvis, who used to be in the same department as Alex, 
one of the Eight Protectors of the Divine Constabulary. Now, he had become 
a Protector of the Divine Constabulary. 

“Let’s take care of the aftermath well!” 

“Indeed, those people of several conglomerates had overdone things lately. 
Bro Rockefeller is slapping in the face this time!” 

There were other few people who were acquainted with Alex. Other than Sky, 
there was also the tactician of Flying Eagles, Eleanor Curtis, Danseur, and 
Bunty. 

Boom! 

The Heaven Flipping Seal fiercely fell atop the building. 

It was almost… Without any pause, it crushed the building all the way to the 
ground, turning it into ruins. 

‘We’re done for!’ 

Such a thought crossed everyone’s mind. However, an expanse of yellow light 
surged on the periphery of Homan Tower. 

This was a force field. 

The yellow light quickly blocked all the stones and glass flying out of the 
building without allowing a speckle of dust to fly out… It was like Armageddon 
inside the force field, whereas it was peaceful as usual outside the force field. 

Bang! 

Shirley had an extremely powerful cultivation base and possessed a strength 
superior to the Fairy Doctor at least. She even had an ancient magical 
treasure. It was a tattered monastic robe. When she draped it around her, 
golden light surged and blocked the domineering attacks from the pieces of 
ruins that had scattered from the Heaven Flipping Seal. 

Mixed emotions filled her heart. 

She initially thought that he was scum, but she did not expect him to have 
such a great ability… No, it was not that he was powerful, but the magical 



treasure that smashed down was too powerful. So why did it slightly look like 
the legendary Heaven Flipping Seal? 

‘Could it really be the Heaven Flipping Seal?’ 

‘Just you wait! Since you have destroyed my Homan Tower, I shall take away 
your Heaven Flipping Seal someday!’ 

Just as she was accelerating and trying to rush into the distance and 
temporarily leave this place, yellow light, like an expanse of cover, suddenly 
appeared before her with the fluctuation of ripples and emergence of runes. 

‘D*mn it! It’s the force field!’ 

Shirley’s heart was in her mouth. She wanted to stop quickly, but it was too 
late. She had rushed forward so hard that she could not stop in her tracks, 
crashing into it right away. 

Bam! 

“Ouch!” 

Shirley exclaimed. When she wanted to stabilize herself again, a warning sign 
surged in her mind as a figure flashed and landed on her back. 

One foot was stepping on her bottom. 

She recognized the person at once. It was Alex Rockefeller who was rumored 
to have returned as a teenager. 

“D*mn it! B*stard!” 

She was the dignified young lady of the Hancock family and the president of 
Homan Technology, yet a man was stepping on her back as well as her 
bottom. This was unthinkable to her, so it was unforgivable. 

She kept moving around, trying to break loose from under Alex. However, she 
discovered that his feet seemed to have rooted on her body without moving 
an inch. He even tugged on the monastic robe on her and snatched it away 
forcibly. Then, he said satisfactorily, “This is my monastic robe!” 

What? 



Shirley was agitated as he was too shameless. 

This was clearly the magical treasure in the form of a monastic robe that she 
had managed to acquire arduously after bringing a group of people to 
excavate an ancient temple. To her surprise, he claimed that it belonged to 
him. Could he be a little more shameless? 

Most importantly, when the b*stard pulled the monastic robe off her, even her 
office outfit was torn off, exposing a fair expanse of her bosom. 
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Shirley covered her upper body that she was proud of with her hands and felt 
a chill on her back as she was about to explode with rage. 

‘This b*stard that’s still wet behind the ears must have done it on purpose!’ 

Her cultivation base was not weak, and she had reached the threshold of the 
Tribulation Crossing stage. At this moment, she flew into a rage. She lifted her 
long leg and accumulated 100% power instantly before fiercely kicking Alex’s 
temple. 

This kick even parted the air. 

Before her kick reached him, a terrifying Chi rushed over. 

Shirley caught Alex staring at that monastic robe out the corner of her eye. To 
her surprise, he was distracted, so she was instantly overjoyed. “Go to hell. 
You stunted son of a b*tch!” 

She believed that she would definitely kill Alex with this kick. 

However, the reality was cruel. 

Alex seemed to be able to do two things at once. He was clearly staring at the 
monastic robe. But when Shirley’s kick approached him, he suddenly reached 
out and bent his finger before flicking her ankle at speed hardly discernible to 
the naked eye. 

Clank! 



A crisp sound rang out. 

A kind of metal collision sound unexpectedly came from Shirley’s ankle. 

It was clearly a talus that a finger flick could break, but it was surprisingly 
unbroken. Alex realized that this woman was a little strong as she possessed 
profound holy power in her. So, she was a Buddhist cultivator. 

He associated that with the monastic robe that she was wearing just now. The 
woman might have joined some kind of Buddhist sect. 

However, the woman felt much more astonished than Alex. Her fully-powered 
kick could even pierce a one meter thick steel plate, but now this boy who 
looked like a junior high school student almost broke her ankle with a flick of 
his finger. 

She failed to land her kick. Instead, there was now a reddened area on her 
ankle in excruciating pain, and the high heels she was wearing fell off her foot 
as well. 

‘How could this guy be so powerful?’ 

Shirley was stunned, but she was not slow at all. Cyphers appeared on her 
other leg, and the long leg surprisingly glowed with a dazzling golden light, 
looking just like a copper casting. Then, she abruptly kicked Alex in the chest 

This time, Alex was a little angry. 

He had been merciful. That was because he heard that Homan Technology 
had contacted the members of the Olympus Tribe. He knew what the 
Olympus Tribe was. 

Ever since he knew they once betrayed humankind and helped the Undying 
Clan against humankind, he had harbored deep resentment toward this 
tribe… Now that Homan Teclmology was tied to the Olympus Tribe, he 
wanted to find out about the Olympus Tribe’s current situation from her. 

Bong! 

Alex slapped her thigh. 



To his surprise, it sounded like a ringing bell and streams of flowing holy 
energy formed a mysterious resonance with the golden lake of divine power in 
Alex’s body. 

“Your leg is quite sturdy!” 

Alex snorted coldly. Then, he grabbed Shirley’s calf and fiercely flung her 
away, causing her to crash hard into the golden force field nearby. 

Bong! 

There was the sound of another bell ringing. 

This time, the sound did not come from Shirley but from the underground. This 
was because the surrounding force field hailed from the holy tool of 
Buddhism, the Requiem Clock. For the sake of causing no deaths of innocent 
people, Alex had deliberately summoned the Requiem Clock before 
destroying the building. He had placed it under Homan Tower to form a force 
field. 

Bong! Bong! Bong! 

Alex finally realized that this woman was certainly not weak. She was even 
comparable to some experts in the Imminent Immortal realm. This was a bit 
intriguing as there was unexpectedly such a person in the conglomerate of 
Wasteland. Could it be that the Olympus Tribe had created that? 

If that was the case, the problem could be a bit severe. 

While increasing his power by several percent, Alex knocked Shirley till she 
was in a daze and could no longer retaliate. However, just as Alex thought 
that the woman had passed out, she surprisingly launched a counterattack. 
She was suddenly and unknowingly holding a pair of wooden fish in her 
hands. As she straightened up, she struck Alex’s head with them. 
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When Alex saw her motionless, he did not let his guard down because he had 
just suffered a loss after falling for her trick once. 



However, he saw that her hands that were covering her bosom had also 
dropped at this moment. So, he guessed that she had fainted for real this 
time. Alex still reached out and sealed a few of her major acupoints to be on 
the safe side. 

Hence, she would not be able to lash out at Alex even if she woke up again. 

‘Seriously, the president of Homan Technology turns out to be a lady. Her 
body is quite voluptuous!’ 

Alex’s mood had improved, and he was in the state of mind to admire 
Shirley’s figure. However, Shirley had just fainted for a moment and probably 
subconsciously knew that her naked body was uncovered. Wouldn’t she be 
allowing this devil to take advantage of her if she were to pass out for real? 

She woke up only to find that her hands were not covering her bosom. 

‘Oh my god! I’ve actually… Allowed my hands to fall from my chest?’ 

She hurriedly covered her bosom with her hands again and even heard Alex’s 
words simultaneously. 

“I’ll kill you!” Shirley shouted sternly as she felt too embarrassed to continue 
living. How could her life be so terrible from just encountering such an 
extremely despicable boy? 

However, she soon discovered that the few major acupoints on her body had 
been sealed, and she could not use even a bit of Chi. Thus, she was 
extremely helpless as he was now holding her upside down like a lamb 
waiting to be slaughtered or a fish on the chopping board. 

Alex could not kill her now, but he said, “What are you so excited about? Do 
you think I’m willing to see this obese body? I’ll put this monastic robe on you 
lest you make an exhibition of yourself.” 

Alex casually wrapped the monastic robe around Shirley. 

Just then, an old man drenched in blood rushed up to them from below. It was 
that butler assigned to protect Shirley. 

However, he was not as lucky as Shirley. When the Heaven Flipping Seal 
came crashing down, he could not dodge it completely. Even though he 



escaped with all might, he was still injured and was drenched in blood. His 
arm was drooping, so it should be broken. 

When he rushed over, he saw Alex hanging his young lady upside down like a 
chick, and the monastic robe on her body was messy. At a closer look, he 
discovered that she was not wearing anything beneath the monastic robe. 
She was naked. 

Seeing an acquaintance, Shirley grimaced even more. It was high altitude 
under the night sky, and the people below should see her current look clearly. 
Hence, she was not too embarrassed. However, she felt different when an 
acquaintance saw her right now. 

She knew that the old man was no match for Alex at all, so she immediately 
shouted, “Uncle Heracles, hurry up and leave! Don’t care about me!” 

However, the old man called ‘Uncle Heracles’ was astonished. He was well 
aware that his young lady was powerful. Although her cultivation realm was 
not the pinnacle in the mortal realm, the few magical treasures on her were 
rare in the world. Even ordinary Tribulation Crossing experts who came over 
might not be able to capture her. However, how long had it been? 

She just became like this? 

Uncle Heracles said in a trembling voice, “Young Lady, did he… Strip all your 
clothes?” 

As soon as Uncle Heracles heard it, countless pieces of information filled his 
mind. 

He said again in a trembling voice, “Young Lady, did he… Defile you?” 

Shirley wanted to die so badly right now. “No, no, no..!” 

She was on the verge of collapse. 

Seeing Shirley getting all worked up like this, Uncle Heracles was even more 
certain of his guess. So, he furiously stared at Alex with wide eyes. “How dare 
you?! How dare you defile my young lady? Do you know how important a girl’s 
virginity is? But, you have defiled her! You’re a devil! Young Lady, don’t worry. 
As long as we join forces to kill him, the affair of him defiling you won’t be 
exposed. Let’s find the best doctor to fix it later…” 



Shirley looked helpless. “Uncle Heracles, what are you talking about?” 

Uncle Heracles replied, “I… I’m heartbroken! It’s all my fault that I didn’t 
protect you properly and allowed this little brute to get his way with you… Uh, 
by the way, it was such a short time. He did it with his hands, right? So the 
psychological trauma is probably lesser in this way.” 
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Even Alex quite admired the old man’s imagination. 

Shirley could no longer bear it and would rather end everything with her death. 
“Heracles Boston, get lost! I order you. Leave right now!” 

Heracles was speechless. 

Alex sneered. “Do you think you could get away? Since you’ve sent someone 
to kill me, you have to be prepared to be killed by me in return.” 

His figure flashed. 

Alex disappeared into thin air while holding Shirley. 

Heracles’ heart skipped a beat as he felt that something terrible was going to 
happen. In the very next second, Alex, who had suddenly appeared behind 
him, broke a dozen of his bones with a punch and even conveniently cast a 
powerful restriction on him. Then, he carried the two people and returned to 
Michelle. 

“Ah! Alex, why is she… Dressed like this?” 

Michelle was a little dumbfounded for a brief moment up on seeing Shirley’s 
outfit. A normal woman… Should not be dressed up like this, right? 

Alex immediately threw the two people on the ground and looked at Shirley as 
he said, “She should be the president of Homan Technology.” 

“Shirley Hancock?” 



As an anchorwoman, Michelle was well-informed. “Someone claimed to be 
the president of Homan Technology in my live stream channel just now. So it’s 
her!” 

As she talked, she aimed her cell phone at Shirley without forgetting to greet 
the fans on the live stream channel. “Excuse me. Do any of you know Shirley 
Hancock? Is this the woman?” 

Staring at Michelle, Shirley was instantly dumbfounded. 

In the very next second, she abruptly reacted. “You… Are you that 
anchorwoman? Are you live streaming now?” 

‘Oh my goodness!’ 

She really wanted to die this time. This miserable look of hers was being 
broadcast in the live stream channel that comprised hundreds of millions of 
viewers… How was this different from social death? 

As expected, there was an uproar in the live stream channel. Like those 
hailing from similar backgrounds to Young Master Wayne, several normally 
active patrons might have been privileged to see her in person or her photos 
before. So, they recognized her right away and shouted one after another… 

[It’s her! It’s really Shirley Hancock!] 

[Oh gosh! She’s the young lady of Ancient Moon Conglomerate with lofty 
status. Those so-called richest men in the country previously had to queue 
and make an appointment to see her. I heard that Little Target, Wilbert, 
queued for a whole month and even offered his newly-built square just to 
meet her once. As a result, he just managed to meet her for five minutes and 
didn’t even have enough time to drink a glass of water] 

[Don’t be envious. She’s from a family that has been around since ancient 
times. I heard it even has a much longer history than some ancient sects. Her 
family is full of exceptional people, and they have been cultivating for a long 
time…] 

There were many people on the live stream channel. 

It was almost a billion people. 



Not only Americans but even people from all over the world were also 
watching the live stream because it was very exciting. SwitchTV officials had 
pinned to the top the broadcast about the Heaven Flipping Seal razing Homan 
Tower to the ground earlier in their platform, stunning the entire Internet. 
Then, many other platforms and self-media spread the broadcasted footage 
spontaneously. 

The shocking scene had stunned the people in the world. 

Someone pointed at the main focus. [Even if the Hancock family is so 
powerful, this young lady still falls into the hands of Michelle’s elder brother! 
Look at this appearance! Even her tops are gone! Oh my, Michelle’s elder 
brother is certainly lucky with women! I wonder how many times he has 
groped her?] 

Shirley trembled all over and avoided the camera with all might while 
shouting, “Move your phone away and turn off the live stream. You have to 
know the consequences of offending my Ancient Moon Conglomerate! People 
of SwitchTV, you better listen carefully. If you don’t cut off the live stream, 
you’ll be at war with Ancient Moon Conglomerate. We’ll fight you to our last 
breaths.” 

Michelle hesitated as she looked at Alex. 

Alex said, “Continue the live stream. It’s fine. I’ll take it from here. ” 

Then, he reached out, pinched Shirley’s nose and pulled it hard before letting 
out a ‘poof’ sound. The pinched nose was so flushed that Shirley was 
dumbfounded and teared up in pain. 

Meanwhile, Alex looked at her. “Figure out your identity. You’re now a 
prisoner. If you ever dare to speak rudely again, I’ll make you experience the 
lives of the primitive people.” 

Michelle asked, “What did the lives of the primitive people look like?” 

Alex replied, “They were always in their birthday suits.” 
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The live stream in the live stream channel had not been cut off! 

After hearing this kind of conversation, the netizens on the channel suddenly 
quietened and even the real-time comments flooding the screen had stopped. 

The young lady of the Ancient Moon Conglomerate had a facial appearance 
and figure superior to international models. Moreover, she had a more refined 
temperament, and her status was far greater than that of those famous 
models. She was truly one of those top-notch people. Those random 
celebrities, princesses, and young heiresses of prominent families that had 
been hyped on the Internet were just insignificant characters compared to her. 
Nonnal people could only learn about such a figure on the Internet and simply 
had no chance to meet her in person… 

However, now… 

They were privileged to watch the grace of such a legendary figure 
undressed, all thanks to Michelle’s elder brother. Hence, all the men were 
wide-eyed, fearing that they would miss the spectacle. Some people had even 
turned on the video recording mode and prepared in advance. 

Meanwhile, Michelle did not forget to add on benefits for the fans and blinked 
as she said, “Not only did the primitive people not wear tops, but they didn’t 
wear pants either.” 

Alex glanced at Shirley and nodded. 

Shirley looked helpless. She was the dignified young lady of the ancient 
Hancock family and was a Holy Maiden-like existence in the family, but today 
she had surprisingly gotten into such a plight and suffered such humiliation 
from the others. However, she could only endure all the anger… She did not 
want to do that kind of disgraceful thing that would ruin her entire life in front of 
billions of netizens. 

Ring! Ring! Ring! 

Someone called Michelle’s cell phone. 

The live stream was forced to be cut off. 

Michelle realized that the top management of the live stream platform, 
SwitchTV, had contacted her. It meant that the people of the Ancient Moon 



Conglomerate had just used their connections to contact SwitchTV, 
demanding them to stop Michelle’s live stream right away. As the leading live 
streamer of SwitchTV, the officials of the platform considerably respected her 
and contacted her by phone before cutting off the live stream. 

In fact, Michelle had not much authority of speech before this kind of supreme 
capitalist. She nodded and said that she understood it. 

Then, she completely cut off the live stream, making the fans smash their 
keyboards out of rage at one point. 

Alex witnessed the whole thing and saw Michelle’s helpless and upset look. 
He felt slightly powerless as well. “Michelle, why didn’t you go to school but 
start live streaming? Is live streaming so much fun?” 

Michelle told Alex about her original idea, a great idea. Then, she said, “But 
now I understand that it’s quite tiring to be a live streamer. There are various 
problems. For instance, now… I want to do a live stream, but I’m interrupted. 
Look… How many people are complaining about me now?” 

Alex smiled. “With your Yowell family’s ability, you can totally set up your live 
stream platform. Why do you have to go to someone else’s platform?” 

Michelle replied, “SwitchTV is huge. Not only is it at the pinnacle in the 
country, but more than a hundred countries became active and joined it at the 
same time. The conglomerates behind SwitchTV are very powerful regardless 
of background and strength! As things stand now, the big boss of SwitchTV 
must have sealed some kind of deal with the Ancient Moon Conglomerate.” 

At this time, Heracles snorted as he said, “The backer of SwitchTV is Erick 
Enterprise. Erick Enterprise is inferior to the Ancient Moon Conglomerate. So 
how would they dare to offend our Ancient Moon Conglomerate? Hence, brat, 
I know you’re quite capable, but you’re just alone after all. You’re way behind 
compared to our Ancient Moon Conglomerate. You’ll never know how 
powerful our conglomerate is, so I advise you to be a bit smarter and let us go 
quickly. Otherwise, you’ll regret it.” 

“Are you threatening me?” 

Alex looked disdainfully from the corner of his eyes. “I hate it the most when 
someone threatens me. Michelle, turn him into a primitive man.” 



Although Michelle was a girl, she was the little devil at the same time. 

During this time period, she heard people saying how powerful the many 
conglomerates were and the current world had changed. Even the country 
had weakened and was under the reign of conglomerates. Many events had 
also proved that even the country’s top management had to compromise 
before the powerful and unparalleled conglomerates. It was because some 
present conglomerates that had been passed down from ancient times had 
obtained absolute power. 

Regardless of the decade and era, it was all about strength. 

This was the unchanging law of the world. 

Hence, many people, including many who once prospered, could only bow 
down before the conglomerates. It was the same for Michelle. 

 


